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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the description and data analysis in the previous chapter, it can be 

concluded as follows: 

1. The use of visual media by the teacher in teaching descriptive text at 

the  second grade of MTsN 2 Gambut 

After doing the research and analyzing all the data, then the writer would 

conclude the result of the study about the teacher in using visual media (Printed 

media, Real object and LCD projector) in teaching descriptive text. It can be 

categorized good, based on how well teacher planed the lesson, prepared materials, 

used appropriate time allocation, achieved the learning goal and the students 

condition. The teacher can control the classroom activity well in teaching descriptive 

by using visual media. It can be seen from students’ responses too, that were very 

intersted and entusiastic in teaching and learning.  

 

2. The students’ responses to the use of visual media in teaching 

descriptive text at the  second grade of MTsN 2 Gambut 

They really like to learn material descriptive text using visual media in the 

class. They really enjoy with this used visual media in learning descriptive text. They 

really like to english language about material descriptive text using visual media. 
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They are fairly happy learn English language using visual media. They are fairly pay 

attention to their teacher’s explanation about material descriptive using visual media 

in the class. They are sometime write down to their teacher’s explanation about 

material descriptive using visual media in the class. They really easy to learn material 

descriptive text using visual media. They really like to their teacher’s way of teaching 

material descriptive text using visual media. They fairly understand well if their 

teacher gives explanation and instruction in English class. They really actively 

participate to answer tasks and exercises about material descriptive text using visual 

media in the class. They really enthusiastic to their teacher’s explanation about 

material descriptive text using visual media in the class. 

 

B. Suggestions 

1. For the teacher in teaching, it is essential to make students feel enjoyable in 

studying English, enjoyed the class to make the students sttend the English 

class enthusiastically. Make English teaching and learning material 

descriptive using visual media process more atractive by using visual media. 

Teacher can explore more about the technique. 

2. The teaching and learning material descriptive text by using visual media 

have to continue because the students’ achievement was increasing after 

learning by using visual media with various techniques that can make the 
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students interest and entusiastic and learning English about meterial 

descriptive text. 

3. The use of visual media (Printed media, Real object and LCD projector) for 

develop the studens’ competence in writing comprehension. So, it can be 

suggested for the next research. 

 


